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ABSTRACT

The usage of Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing

(OFDM) allows to adapt the available time-frequency grid to

the current channel conditions. To exploit the offered degrees

of freedom many bit and power loading algorithms were in-

troduced. However, they do not include channel coding in the

optimization. Similar to conventional multicarrier schemes

in such link adaptation scenarios the peak-to-average power-

ratio (PAPR) problem occurs. The combination of active con-

stellation extension (ACE) with additional tone reservation

(TR) is a promising approach to reduce this ratio without sac-

rificing the bit error rate (BER). Hence, in this contribution

we propose an extended bisection method for coded bit and

power loading in combination with ACE/TR techniques to

jointly improve the BER and PAPR performance in high-rate

OFDM systems. Results indicate that in presence of a memo-

ryless nonlinear high power amplifier (HPA) device the BER

can be lowered compared to existing loading algorithms.

1. INTRODUCTION

OFDM has become a popular modulation technique for broad-

band wireless communication systems [1]. The transmitter

side adaptation of these systems to the current channel state

is a crucial step towards higher spectral efficiencies and more

robust systems. Although offering the use of adaptive algo-

rithms OFDM also suffers from disadvantages like the high

PAPR. Obviously, the whole system has to be considered in

the optimization, where this paper deals with a combined ap-

proach of bit and power loading and PAPR reduction.

The bit and power allocation problem includes common

parameters like modulation and power, but also the applied

channel code needs to be considered to satisfy specific bit

error rate (BER) or rate requirements. This, however, has

usually been neglected in previous works, e.g., [2] and only

recently some attention has been spent to the consideration

of channel coding in bit and power loading algorithms with
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respect to the capacity of Bit Interleaved Coded Modulation

(BICM) [3, 4] systems [5–7]. Especially BICM is suited for

our purposes and allows for flexible allocation of code rate

and modulation. Still, the information theoretical measure

capacity does not describe the performance of a coded sys-

tem completely and only holds for perfect capacity achieving

codes. Therefore, we propose an efficient extension of the

original loading approach of Krongold et al. [2], which uses

the bisection method to solve the resulting convex optimiza-

tion problem. Instead of analytical error rate expressions, in

this paper the simulated AWGN performance of a set of code

and modulation combinations, also known as transmission

modes, will be used to form a look-up table describing the

required signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) for a specific subcarrier

rate. The codes may be chosen from a common code fam-

ily, e.g., convolutional codes with a fixed constraint length,

realizing different code rates. Adapting the code rate addi-

tionally allows for higher flexibility in comparison to fixed

code rate scenarios. A similar approach has been proposed

by Stiglmayr et al. [8]. The authors solve the rate optimiza-

tion problem formulated in terms of the BICM capacity by

linearization, however they neglect a finer grained power con-

trol. Further investigations dealing with SNR mapping strate-

gies based on clustered time-frequency grids (chunks) also

neglect the power allocation [9, 10].

In OFDM systems potentially high peak values of the

time-domain signal pose a big problem. As the transmit sig-

nal may be distorted by a high-power amplifier (HPA) non-

linear distortions and a spectral regrowth occur. This espe-

cially holds for adaptive scenarios as previous results showed

a performance decrease of link adaptation algorithms if dif-

ferent modulation schemes are used for a certain output back-

off (OBO) of the HPA [11]. Hence, several techniques were

proposed to reduce the PAPR, a good overview can be found

in [12]. The ideas of tone reservation (TR) to exploit un-

used subcarriers and tone injection (TI) to extend constella-

tion points on used carriers motivate the combination of both

for further PAPR reduction [13]. An efficient subclass of TI

is the active constellation extension (ACE) method, which ex-



clusively alters outer constellation points of the used modula-

tion alphabets on the subcarriers [14].

In this contribution we propose a combination of an ex-

tended bisection method for coded bit and power loading [15]

with ACE/TR techniques [16] to jointly improve the BER and

PAPR performance in high-rate OFDM systems.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In

Section 2 the OFDM system is described and the PAPR prob-

lem is stated. Section 3 deals with the performance of coded

OFDM systems and the solution of the convex optimization

problem using the proposed coded bisection method. After-

wards, Section 4 introduces a the new PAPR reduction ap-

proach without sacrificing the BER. Simulation results are

shown in Section 5 and, finally, conclusions are given in Sec-

tion 6.

2. SYSTEM MODEL AND PAPR PROBLEM

The considered OFDM system is assumed to be perfectly syn-

chronized and free of intercarrier interference (ICI), i.e., the

duration of the guard interval (GI) is sufficiently long. Fur-

thermore, the channel state shall be perfectly known at both

the transmitter and receiver side. The general system model

including channel coding and interleaving is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Considered coded OFDM system model with addi-

tional PAPR reduction

The equivalent baseband system can be described in fre-

quency domain as

Yn = Hn ·
√

Pn · Dn + Nn , (1)

where Hn denotes the channel coefficient in frequency do-

main on subcarrier n = 0, · · · , NC−1. Pn, Dn, Nn and Yn

denote the transmit power, transmit symbol, Gaussian noise

and receive symbol, respectively. The total transmit power

is given by PTotal =
∑NC−1

n=0 Pn and the power of the noise

Nn ∼ NC(0, σ2
N ) is fixed to σ2

N = 1. The NC frequency

domain channel coefficients are determined by

Hn =

LF −1
∑

ℓ=0

h̃(ℓ)e
−j2π nℓ

NC , (2)

where the LF taps of the time domain channel are defined as

h̃(ℓ) ∼ NC(0, 1/LF ).
Throughout this paper transmit symbols stemming from

M -QAM modulation alphabets with Gray mapping are con-

sidered. To each subcarrier n an individual alphabet of car-

dinality |Mn| will be assigned. Soft-Demapping via a-poste-

riori-probability (APP) detection is used to supply soft infor-

mation to the decoder. In terms of forward error correction

(FEC) non-systematic non-recursive convolutional codes of

rates RC ∈ {1/4, 1/3, 1/2, 2/3, 3/4} and constraint length

LC = 3 are applied, leading to a variety of possible transmis-

sion modes, i.e. combinations of modulation and code. In all

cases, the code word length is fixed to the number of bits in

one OFDM symbol, leading to longer code words for higher

data rates. Thus, no time diversity is exploited. A BCJR al-

gorithm is used for soft-decoding and random interleaving is

applied.

The time-domain transmit baseband signal for one OFDM

symbol following (1) can be obtained using the IFFT

xk =
1√
NC

NC−1
∑

n=0

Xn exp

(

j2π
kn

NC

)

, (3)

for time index k = 0, . . . , NC −1, where Xn =
√

Pn · Dn.

Then, x = [x0, . . . , xNc−1]
T

is the time-domain symbol vec-

tor at the IFFT output, whose elements, due to the central

limit theorem, can be modeled as truncated zero-mean Gaus-

sian random variables. This leads to a large probability of

high peak values especially for an increasing number of sub-

carriers. Usually, an IFFT of a zero-padded input data vec-

tor of length wNc is applied, where w is the oversampling

factor. All peaks of the time-domain signal can be captured

if an oversampling factor of w ≥ 4 is used. Then, its cor-

responding discrete PAPR closely approximates that of the

continuous-time signal. In this work all algorithms perform

at Nyquist sampling rate, whereas the PAPR of the oversam-

pled signal is measured in the investigations. Consequently,

the PAPR for such an OFDM system is defined as [12]

PAPR (x) =
‖x‖2

∞

E
{

‖x‖2
2

}

/wNC

, (4)

where E {·} denotes the expectation and ‖·‖α is the α-norm.

In (4) ‖x‖2
∞ defines the peak value max

x
|xk|2. This PAPR

can be significantly reduced, if the transmit signal x is mod-

ified by an additive time-domain signal c ∈ C
Nc×1, which is

optimized with respect to ACE and TR constraints such that

the corresponding PAPR

PAPR (x, c) =
‖x + c‖2

∞

E
{

‖x + c‖2
2

}

/wNc

(5)

is minimized. The principles of ACE and TR are explained in

Section 4.1. Following [14] the optimization problem using



the ACE and/or TR technique can be written as

minimize
c

‖x + c‖∞ = minimize
C

‖x + FC‖∞ , (6)

where C is the corresponding frequency-domain vector of the

additive signal c and F denotes the IDFT matrix of size Nc×
Nc with elements fn,k =

(

1/
√

Nc

)

exp (j2πkn/Nc). This

convex problem can be interpreted as minimizing the maxi-

mum squared magnitude of the resulting signal with respect

to c. Unfortunately, this is a minimization task in the complex

plane and results in a quadratically constraint quadratic pro-

gram (QCQP) [17]. Thus, a less complex solution is required.

As any square M -QAM can be represented by two
√

M -

ASK without loss, we will restrict to ASK constellations in

the following. This means the optimization of the bit and

power loading and the PAPR optimization are carried out with

an equivalent real-valued representation. For bit and power

loading an expansion to QAM constellations is obtained by

simply halving the power constraint and the maximum rate,

while doubling the resulting powers and rates. Taking into ac-

count the ASK symbol representation, assume the real-valued

system variables

XR = [ℜ{X}ℑ{X}]T ∈ R
2Nc×1 (7a)

xR = [ℜ{x}ℑ{x}]T ∈ R
2Nc×1 (7b)

CR = [ℜ{C}ℑ{C}]T ∈ R
2Nc×1 (7c)

FR =

[

ℜ{F} −ℑ{F}
ℑ{F} ℜ{F}

]

∈ R
2Nc×2Nc , (7d)

where XR is a real-valued ASK symbol vector, xR the equiv-

alent time-domain represenation, CR the frequency-domain

correction term and FR the real-valued representation of the

IDFT matrix F. Then, the PAPR optimization problem is

given by

minimize
CR

‖xR + FRCR‖∞ . (8)

In the next section the coded bit and power loading is ex-

plained, whereas the PAPR reduction is addressed in Sec-

tion 4.

3. CODED BIT AND POWER LOADING

3.1. Coded System Performance

The bit error rate performance of an uncoded
√

M -ASK trans-

mission is well-known. It can be described as a function of the

SNR γ by

Pb,
√

M−ASK =
2

log2(M)

(

1 − 1√
M

)

erfc

(

√

3

M − 1
γ

)

.

(9)

Accordingly, the frame error rate (FER) given a certain frame

length LN - the number of channel uses - is defined as

Pf,
√

M−ASK = 1 − (1 − Pb,
√

M−ASK)LN log
2
(
√

M) (10)

and can be used to derive the SNR γ required to achieve a

given frame error rate for a certain modulation. This is the

basis for many known bit loading algorithms, e.g., [2]. How-

ever, these results are limited to uncoded systems. To capture

the behavior of the whole system - including an appropriate

channel code - (9) and (10) are not sufficient. One way to ob-

tain a quality indicator is to simulate the performance of the

coded system.

In order to characterize the SNR, which is necessary to

achieve a given bit or frame error rate performance on a single

subcarrier, a system with equivalent block length of LN = NC

and AWGN noise is simulated. The motivation for this ap-

proach is, that given the SNR of a single subcarrier γn, we as-

sume all symbols of the code word to have the SNR γn. The

error rate performance of a specific code and modulation dis-

turbed by AWGN at γn indicates, which transmission mode

may be chosen to guarantee an error rate constraint. Using

this heuristic, the overall error rate of an OFDM symbol with

different SNRs and properly chosen subcarrier modes can be

assumed to fulfill the error rate constraint.

Still, the AWGN assumption is optimistic in the sense that

individual channel states have been compensated for properly.

Nevertheless, it offers a good indication of the SNR which is

necessary to support a target error rate on a single subcarrier

at a specific data rate. Even though the applied channel code

could cope with SNR variations over subcarriers, an ergodic

Rayleigh fading channel would lead to far too pessimistic per-

formance measures because of existing subcarriers with very

low SNR. Such subcarriers will be compensated for in a per-

fect adaptive system by the assignment of more power, differ-

ent modulation and stronger coding.

Fig. 2 shows the BER results of Monte-Carlo simulations

for
√

M -ASK constellations up to
√

M = 24 and a variety of

code rates versus Eb/N0. It is quite clear, that only a subset

of combinations will actually be used due to the fact that at a

given rate one of the code-modulation combinations will lead

to the best performance, e.g., 4-ASK with a half rate code

compared to 16-ASK with a quarter rate code achieves the

same spectral efficiency of 1 bit/s/Hz at a much lower Eb/N0.

Based on these simulation results, the system performance

can be characterized as will be discussed in the next section.

3.2. Coded Bisection Approach

Consider the well-known optimization problem to enhance

the error rate performance

minimize PTotal =

NC−1
∑

n=0

Pn (11a)

subject to

NC−1
∑

n=0

rn = RTotal (11b)

Pb < PTarget . (11c)
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√
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frame length LN = 256, PTarget = 10−3

With this approach the transmit power PTotal is minimized

given an overall target rate RTotal and error rate PTarget. A lo-

cal code rate RC,n in conjunction with the applied modulation√
Mn define the bit rate rn = log2(

√
Mn)RC,n on subcarrier

n. Note that the optimum solution at one target BER/FER

scaled to the available transmit power can be used to show

performance gains in terms of the error rate.

The error rate constraint PTarget determines the power that

is necessary to achieve a certain rate requirement. The results

in Fig. 2 at the target BER lead to rate-power pairs defining

potential subcarriers modes. Accordingly, Fig. 3 shows all

rate-power points up to a maximum rate Rmax = 5 bit/s/Hz at

a target BER of PTarget = 10−3 found by Monte-Carlo simu-

lations, stating the AWGN performance of an equivalent sys-

tem with frame length NC and the analytical bit error rate

expression for uncoded ASK constellations in (9). In a per-

fect adaptive system subcarrier channel variations would be

exploited or compensated by assignment of power, modula-

tion alphabet and code rate, making the AWGN performance

a good quality indicator to identify the SNR requirement of

each mode.

The set of all rate-power points is therefore defined as

S = {(RC,i, γ̂i)|fMi,RC,i
(pi) = PTarget}, where fMi,RC,i

de-

notes the utilized error rate function, e.g., the simulated BER

in Fig. 2, parametrized by the transmission parameters and

the power. The SNR γ̂i for the real valued system is defined

as

γ̂i = RC,i log2(
√

Mi)
Eb,i

N0/2
. (12)

where i is the index over the elements of set S.

To solve (11a) efficiently, convexity has to be ensured. To

this end, a convex set of rate-power points C ⊂ S has to be
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Fig. 3. Set of all rate-power points (x - coded modes;

o - uncoded modes) and its convex hull (solid line) at

PTarget = 10−3, LN = 256 and LC = 3.

found, which can be constructed by the convex hull of the

whole set as shown by the solid line in Fig. 3, where [18] has

been used. A look-up table has to be generated once for a

set of system parameters, i.e., NC , code ensemble and maxi-

mum allowed rate. Based on such an easily storable look-up

table the rate of each OFDM symbol can be optimized. More

specifically, the look-up table has to return the mode with the

greatest rate still being feasible. Feasibility in the bisection

approach is connected to the slope of the rate-power curve,

given by δR/δΓ̂ with R being the vector of all rates on the

convex hull and Γ̂ the vector of the respective SNRs γ̂.

One very efficient way to find the optimal solution given

the Lagrangian formulation of the convex optimization prob-

lem (11a)

J(λ) =

NC
∑

n=1

Pn + λ

(

NC
∑

n=1

rn − RTotal

)

(13)

is the bisection approach, which has been applied to the un-

coded bit and power loading problem by Krongold et. al [2].

Considering the unconstrained problem, i.e., neglecting RTotal,

each λ corresponds to an optimal power and rate distribu-

tion, which minimizes the cost function J(λ). Accordingly,

if δJ(λ)/δrn = 0, ∀n, the condition

δPn

δrn

= −λ ∀n , (14)

has to be fulfilled, meaning that the optimal rates and powers

have to be chosen through that point on the rate-power curve

with slope λ.

The (scaled) look-up table, which provides the rate and

power at a specific slope η = λ/|Hn|2, has to be constructed



from C to calculate the optimal rates and powers on all sub-

carriers for a given λ. The optimal λ∗, which minimizes the

power taking the target rate RTotal into account, can then be

found iteratively. A pseudo-code description of the algorithm

and more details are given in [15].

This bisection approach efficiently solves the convex op-

timization problem of the coded system by the previously ex-

plained steps, which is carried out once (1-step). However,

the optimization results in local subcarrier code rates, whose

applicability, e.g., by variable puncturing techniques is be-

yond the scope of this paper. Instead, a mean code rate R̄C is

calculated and chosen such that the code rate R̄C fulfills

R̄C <
1

NC

NC
∑

n∈T
RC,n . (15)

This code is used as the outer code for one OFDM symbol,

where T denotes the set of all nonzero local code rates RC,n.

Due to this solution, though, the target rate cannot be guaran-

teed. As the subcarrier rates are changed by the application

of a fixed global code rate, an overall rate loss is introduced,

which means that stronger error protection than required is

applied. This in turn violates the target rate constraint. A so-

lution to this problem is a 2-step process, fixing the code rate

in the first step followed by the optimization over a convex set

of all modes applying this code rate in the second step. This

procedure is used in our simulations as well.

The proposed bisection method used here is a very effi-

cient and fast algorithm as simple calculations are necessary

to obtain a feasible solution.

4. COMBINING THE CODED BISECTION METHOD

WITH PAPR REDUCTION

4.1. Active Constellation Extension and Tone Reservation

The bit and power loading approach from Section 3.2 may de-

crease the error rate, whereas the possibly large PAPR value

after the IFFT operation remains. Therefore, the principles of

active constellation extension and tone reservation are com-

bined in one common optimization approach to reduce the

PAPR. The idea of ACE is to extend the outer constellation

points of the utilized modulation alphabet. For higher order

modulation the inner constellation points must remain at their

positions, otherwise the Euclidean distance between these sym-

bols is decreased. Fig. 4 depicts an ACE example of 16-QAM,

where the points at the edges only have one degree of free-

dom (real or imaginary part) and the corner points have two

(both real and imaginary part). The inner points are identi-

cal to the original constellation. Basically, such an extended

constellation does not increase the bit error rate due to the

constant minimum Euclidean distance. Instead, an increased

Euclidean distance at the outer constellation points may de-

crease the error rate.

Furthermore, if bit and power loading procedures are ap-

plied free subcarriers may occur, i.e., no modulation is applied

on these carriers. Now, tone reservation (TR) can be used to

exploit these unused subcarriers. They can also be found in

the origin of the left I/Q diagram in Fig. 4. Using TR methods

means to find a complex additive signal on these unused sub-

carriers, where compared to ACE subcarriers no restrictions

to the optimum additive components are made. According

to (8), the QCQP problem in (6) is now stated as a real-valued

problem with 2NC optimization variables by separating real

and imaginary part. However, as real and imaginary part are

dependent optimization variables, this separation leads to a

suboptimal solution with a remaining small error. The right

part of Fig. 4 shows how the approach approximates the opti-

mal solution circle of the power restricted complex envelope,

which depicts the maximum achievable peak power reduction

resulting from the optimum complex optimization problem.

The real-valued approach packs all time-domain samples in

an outer square, where the maximum possible error is indi-

cated by the two dots. The variable t will be explained later.

Furthermore, the circle can be closer approximated by using
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additional phase-shifted versions of the time-domain signal

block. This in turn escalates the amount of constraint equa-

tions especially in a link adaption scenario and slows down

convergence speed of the resulting algorithm [17]. That is

quite an important aspect as the link adaption algorithms al-

ready introduce processing delays at the transmitter.

4.2. Joint ACE/TR Optimization for Bit Loading

Motivated by the fact that the QAM symbols are separated

into two ASK symbols in our system model, the magnitudes

of the real and imaginary parts are now optimized indepen-

dently. Therefore, (8) can be written as a linear program-

ming (LP) problem [19]. The combination of ACE and TR

introduces the following constraints to this optimization prob-

lem. For all non-data bearing subcarriers that can be exploited

by tone reservation, there are no restrictions on the feasible



region of the symbols after optimization. For all other ac-

tive carriers only those symbols corresponding to a corner

or edge point of the selected complex symbol alphabet are

considered. In summary, this implies that only outer con-

stellation symbols of the ASK signal XR are incorporated in

the following optimization process. The determined set of

ASK symbol indices prior to the optimization is indicated by

Ic =
[

i1, . . . , i|Ic|
]

. Only those elements contained in this

set are used for optimization purposes. It is worth mentioning

that the zero amplitude symbols of the TR subcarriers are also

included in Ic. Hence, by optimizing with respect to the con-

straints on Ic the additive signal C including ACE and TR

subcarriers is optimized. If the columns of the disregarded

ASK symbols are excluded from the IDFT matrix such that

F̃R =
[

fi1 , fi2 , . . . , fi|Ic|

]

∈ R
2Nc×|Ic| and similarly arrange

all frequency-domain correction symbols of the considered

symbols in vector C̃R =
[

Ci1 , Ci2 , . . . , Ci|Ic|

]T ∈ R
|Ic|×1,

it is easy to see that the relation FRCR = F̃RC̃R holds. Then,

if the objective function in (8) is upperbounded by a certain

value t, the optimization problem can be reformulated by

minimize t (16a)

subject to

∣

∣

∣
xR,k + F

(k)
R C̃R

∣

∣

∣
≤ t ∀ k ∈ Ic , (16b)

where F
(k)
R denotes the k-th row of matrix FR. The element-

wise inequality constraints for the absolute values in (16b)

can be written in matrix form
[

F̃R I2Nc×1

−F̃R I2Nc×1

] [

C̃R

t

]

≥
[

−xR

xR

]

, (17)

whereas the set limitation in (16b) can be stated with respect

to the feasible regions of the transmit symbols

SkCR,k ≥ 0 ∀ k ∈ Ic (18a)

CR,k
!
= 0 ∀ k /∈ Ic , (18b)

where Sk = sgn {XR,k} ∈ {−1, 0,+1} is the sign of the kth

ASK symbol. The constraints of inner constellation points

and the unconsidered real and imaginary parts of edge points

of the QAM symbols are given in (18b). These constraints

can be easily fulfilled if they are excluded from the optimiza-

tion problem. The inequality constraints in (18a) can again be

written in matrix form with element-wise inequality

SC̃R ≥ 0|Ic|×1 . (19)

In (19) the sign variables are arranged in a diagonal matrix

S = diag
{

S1, . . . , S|Ic|
}

. At last, by defining the vectors

d =
[

01×|Ic| 1
]T ∈ R

|Ic|+1×1 and yR =
[

C̃R t
]T

∈R
|Ic|+1×1

the optimization problem in (16) becomes

minimize dT yR (20a)

subject to ARyR ≥ bR , (20b)

with matrix AR and vector bR given by

AR =





F̃R I2Nc×1

−F̃R I2Nc×1

S 0|Ic|×1



 and bR =





−xR

xR

0|Ic|×1



 . (21)

This is a LP problem [19] with 2Nc + 1 variables and 4Nc +
|Ic| constraints that can be solved with standard tools, e.g.,

an efficient iterative Newton method [20], which works con-

siderably well with a large number of constraints. The mini-

mum solution value of t describes the size of the approximate

square as shown in Fig. 4 [16].

One possible alternative method for approximating the

previously described LP with less complexity is to use a gra-

dient-project approach like in [14] for the ACE component

and extend it with an update rule for the additive correction

term related to the TR subcarriers [21]. This combines the

properties of both iterative schemes in a single procedure,

which is called enhanced gradient-project algorithm (EGPA)

in the following. The corresponding update rule for the time-

domain transmit vector at iteration i is [16]

x(i+1) = x(i) + µcACE − νcTR , (22)

where the scalars µ and ν are smart-gradient step sizes cho-

sen as suggested for the smart gradient method in [14] and the

algorithm in [21]. For more details refer to [16]. It is worth

mentioning that this algorithm introduces additional IFFT and

FFT operations, which in turn slightly increases the complex-

ity compared to the original OFDM system. For high spectral

efficiencies all subcarriers are data bearing subcarriers espe-

cially if a maximum modulation alphabet size is set. Then

this algorithm inherently reduces to the one in [14].

5. SIMULATION RESULTS

For the investigations the number of subcarriers was set to

NC = 256, the channel has LF = 6 taps, the spectral effi-

ciency is 3 bit/s/Hz with a non-adaptive average code rate of

0.5, whereas the maximum modulation size is
√

Mn,max =
32 ASK (1024-QAM)1. The error rate constraint was set to a

BER of PTarget = 10−3. For the consideration of the memory-

less nonlinear HPA, the well-known Rapp model with smooth-

ing parameter p = 2 and an input power backoff (IBO) of

3 dB is used [22]. The EGPA method uses a clipping ratio

of 3 dB and the maximum iteration number was set to 3. In

Fig. 5 it is shown that for a high spectral efficiency the pro-

posed coded bit and power loading outperforms the original

biscetion method of Krongold, where a gain of approximately

1.5 dB is obtained at a BER of 2 · 10−3. By applying PAPR

reduction with ACE/TR techniques using a direct solution of

the LP, the BER performance gain can be further improved up

1Higher order modulation is generally more often used in DSL as in wire-

less channels. Nevertheless, although occurring rarely (cf. Fig. 6), they allow

for higher flexibility of the algorithm.
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to approximately 4 dB at the same BER. This improvement

follows from the increased Euclidean distance of outer con-

stellation points and is larger for the coded bisection method.

This is due to the fact that the coded bisection method de-

activates subcarriers more often by trend. In addition, lower

order modulation is chosen more frequently compared to the

uncoded bisection method. Instead, larger code rates are used

to compensate for the rate loss. This behavior is depicted in

a histogram in Fig. 6 recorded for 1000 channel realizations

with a maximum modulation size of Mn,max =64 QAM. The

difference of the coded bisection methods (1-step or 2-step)

was explained in Section 3.2, whereas the 2-step algorithm is

applied in the BER curves in Fig. 5. Hence, as lower order

modulation is used more often the ACE reduction algorithm

has more degrees of freedom to decrease the PAPR and inher-

ently increases the Euclidean distance of more constellation

points. Furthermore, the proposed coded method needs less

power to achieve the same target BER. Thus, SNR gains can

be obtained.

The performance of the EGPA is degraded due to the im-

perfect constellation extension but still achieves better perfor-

mance compared to the uncoded bisection method with PAPR

reduction. For a spectral efficiency of 3 bit/s/Hz the OFDM

scheme without loading suffers from the commonly chosen

64-QAM alphabet, which strongly degrades the BER perfor-

mance under HPA influences. The ACE/TR scheme cannot

compensate this behavior as for 64-QAM only a small num-

ber of symbols at the constellation edges can be used for im-

provements.

Fig. 7 shows the complementary cumulative distribution

function (CCDF) of the uncoded and coded bisection methods

with different PAPR reduction techniques. There, the curves

indicate the probability that the PAPR of one OFDM symbol
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Fig. 6. Histogram of different bit allocation algorithms for

1000 channel realizations with NC = 256 subcarriers, a max-

imum modulation of Mn,max = 64 (QAM), LF = 6 and

PTarget = 10−3

exceeds a certain threshold, i.e.,

CCDF (PAPR (x, c)) = P (PAPR (x, c) > β) , (23)

where P (·) denotes probability and β is the threshold in dB.

For the chosen IBO of the HPA the PAPR does neither in-

crease nor decrease for different loading algorithms compared

to the non-adaptive OFDM scheme. Hence, loading has no

impact on the PAPR performance. Furthermore, applying ad-

ditional ACE/TR techniques at this rate does not lead to any

gains compared to the non-adaptive case as in the original

bisection method too many subcarriers obtain a high order

modulation. In contrast, due to the above-mentioned reasons

the coded bisection method is able to reduce the PAPR. Here,

a gain of 0.5 dB in terms of PAPR at 10−4 is visible for the

proposed combination of coded bit and power loading and

ACE/TR techniques. The EGPA algorithm instead is able

to achieve a good compromise between PAPR/BER perfor-

mance and complexity.

The common principle of clipping and filtering [23] usu-

ally achieves better PAPR performance with less complex-

ity compared to our approach. Nevertheless, the increased

complexity comes with a large BER gain in terms of efficient

loading strategies and no increase in the out-of-band radia-

tion. However, it is possible to apply another clipping device

after our approach to further decrease the PAPR as the BER

gain can be exploited for further PAPR improvements.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this contribution a combination of a modified bisection ap-

proach and PAPR reduction using ACE and TR techniques is
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proposed. Firstly, the channel code is included in the opti-

mization of bit and power loading for multicarrier communi-

cation systems. In addition, the ACE technique can exploit

the smaller modulation alphabets on the subcarriers allocated

by the coded bisection method. Then, the rate loss is compen-

sated for by larger code rate assignments. The proposed com-

bination efficiently enhances the bit error rate performance

for high-rate systems especially in presence of memoryless

nonlinear distortions. Furthermore, the PAPR reduction is

significantly improved with less complexity by an enhanced

gradient-project algorithm, which offers a better trade-off be-

tween BER and PAPR performance.
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